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BY

S. R. FOGUEL

Summary. Let P(x,A) be the transition probability of a Markov Process

that satisfies a "Doeblin Condition" and is irreducible (these notions are de-

fined below). Then there are two possibilities:

1. The process has a finite invariant measure, 2/0, and there exists an

an integer k such that the limit of P"k+J(x,A) exists for every x, A and

0èj<k.

2. There exists a sequence of sets Aj with {J^o^j = X such that

limn^a}P»(x,Aj) = 0, xeX.

1. Notation. Let (X,T) be a measurable space. Let P(x, A) be transition

probabilities:

1.1. P(x, A) is defined for xeX and A el. and 0 z% P(x,A)z^ 1.

1.2. For a fixed x the set function P(x, ■) is a measure on X.

1.3. For a fixed A el, the function P( • , A) is measurable.

By measure we shall mean a countably additive, positive, finite measure. When

we deal with finitely additive bounded measures we shall write peba(X,Y).

On occasions we shall deal with cr-finite, countably additive positive measures.

Let us use the terminology of [2, p. 240]. It is well known that the transition

probabilities induce an operator P on B(X,"L) and on its conjugate space ba(X, E)

by:

1.4. \ffeB(X,Y), then (Pf) (x) = }f(y) P(x, dy).
1.5. If peba(X,-), then (pP)(A) = ¡P(x,A)p(dx), where

1.6. ¡(Pf)(x)p(dx) = ¡f(x)(pP)(dx) .
The iterates of these operators are given by the same expressions where P

is replaced by P":

P"(x,A) =  f P"'\x,dy)Pk(y,A),       0<k<n.

Note that if p is countably additive, so is pP.

2. The limit theorems. Throughout this section we assume:
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There exists a cr-finite measure v with

2.1. Doeblin's Condition:    There exists an integer d such that ifv(A) = 0

then sup{Pd(x,A): xeX} < 1.

2.2. There exists a a-finite measure X that is stronger than v and subin-

variant:

*-¡1(A) ^     P(x,A)X(dx).

2.3. The space X is a locally compact Hausdorfi' space and S consists of

its Baire sets.

Thus by Theorem G on p. 52 of [4] every measure is regular.

Definition.    The process will be called v-irreducible if:

2.4. 1/ P"(x,A) = 0, n = 1,2,—, for some x, then v(A) = 0.

Remarks. Condition 2.1 is weaker than the classical Doeblin Condition (see

[1, p. 192, hypothesis D]). There one assumes the conclusion whenever v04) ^ e

for some fixed s > 0; also uniformity in the sets A is assumed.

The cr-finite measure v can be replaced by a finite measure vx equivalent to it.

Let v2 = 2 viP"/2" then v<^v2and2.1 holds with respect to v2. We shall see below

that if p< x then pP <xP; thus vxP" <^XP"S1 and v2<gA. Finally let us show

that if the process is v-irreducible then it is v2-irreducible.

Note first that if 0 z%feB(X,Y) and (P"f)(x0) = 0, n = 1,2,— for some x0,

then

P"(x0, {x :/(x) ^ £}) z%   1(P"/) (x0) = 0.

Thus jfdv = 0. Apply this to f(y) = Pk(y, A) to conclude :

0 = P"(x0,A) = J Pk(y,A)Pn-k(x0,dy)

implies

C P\y,A)v(dy) = 0.
/■

Hence v2(A) = 0 whenever P"(x0,A) = 0 for all n.

Thus we shall assume, with no loss of generality, that v is finite and vP <^ v.

Lemma 1.   Let p and x be two a-finite measures. If p<^x, then pP-^ xP.

Proof.    Let dp = fdx and dpk = min (/, k)dx. Then

(pkP)(A) = j P(x,A)dpk z% kjp(x,A)dx.

Thus

pkP <§ tP   and also   pP <£xP.
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Theorem 1. Let p be any measure. If pP"= xn + on, where xn <^ v and

an 1 v, then lim an(X) = 0.

Proof.    Since t„+1 + <7„+1 = t„P + (7„P and x„P <^ v, then <r„+1 ̂  <7„P.

Assume that limo-„(X) # 0. Let a be a weak * limit point of cr„, where aeba.

Let FeS be such that v(Y) = 0 and an(X - Y) = 0. Given e > 0, choose n so

that

|(aP")(y)-07„Pd)(F)|<£,

thus

(oPd)(Y) ^ (crnPd)(y) - £ ^ ff|1+(((F) - e = lim<r„0Y) - £,

and

lim<7„0¥)^(<xP',)(Y) = j Pi(x,Y)a(dx)

=: sup{P''(x, Y) : x e X)} o(X)

= sup{Pd(x, Y):xeX)liman(X) < limon(X)

by 2.1. This contradiction proves that \iman(X) = 0.

We may, and shall, assume that X is equivalent to v:

Put X = XX+X2 where Xx<$v and X2 1 v; then X(A)^(XXP)(A) + (X2P)(A) for

every AeZ.Let Xx be such that v(X - Xx) = 0 and X2(XX) = 0 then (2^)04)

= (XXP)(A C\XX) ̂  A(/l r\Xx) = Xx(A).Thus Xx is subinvariant, too, and Xx <^v.

Finally since v « A, then v « At. If XX(A) = 0, then X(A n A^) = At(X) = 0 and

v(A) = v(Ar\Xx) = 0, too.

Let P be considered as an operator on L2(X, I, X) by extending it from B(X, S)

as in [3, pp. 1-2]. For the next lemma we shall use the notation of [3, Theorem

1.1]. Thus there exists a subfield T,x of S such that

2.5. If feL2(X) and jAfdX — 0 for every Ae~Lx, then weak lim P"f = 0
in L2(X) sense.

2.6. The sets A in T,x are defined in [3] as sets of finite X-measure such that

the functions P" Xa> P"xa are a" characteristic functions a.e. where Xa denotes

the characteristic function of A.

Lemma 2. The a field Y.x is generated by a countable collection of disjoint

sets.

Proof.   It is enough to show that each set A e Hx contains an atom.

Let us assume, to the contrary, that some set A, in l.x, with X(A) ̂  0 does

not contain atoms of l,x. Let Xb = PdXA where Pd is the L2(X,Y.,X) adjoint of

P*. Then by Theorem 1.1 of [3], Pd(x, B) = Pj(xb) = Xa a.e.
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Since A is a regular measure, there exists a compact subset C0, X(C0) ̂  0,

of A, such that Pd(x, B) = 1 for every xeC0. Let A' be the set in lx which con-

tains C0 and has minimal A-measure. Such a set is unique up to sets of measure

zero and A'czA. Since A' is not an atom it contains a set Ax, in lx, with

X(Ax)<L$X(A')i%$X(A). Now X(C0C\Ax)^0 for otherwise A' - Ax would be

smaller than A' and contain C0. Let Xb¡ = Pd*XA¡ > tnen ^O*» #i) = l,xeC0n^41

a.e. Thus there exists a compact subset Cx of C0 such that P^x, BJ = 1 for every

xeCx and X(BX) = X(AX) z%12X(A). Using an induction argument, we find a

decreasing sequence of sets Bnelx, with X(Bn)-+0, and a decreasing sequence

of compact sets C„, such that Pd(x, B„) = 1 for every xeCn. Let x0e C\Cn; then

Pd(xo,nß„) = limP,1(xo,ß„) = l

while X(nBn) = 0, which contradicts 2.1.

Let We lx be an atom and let P IF denote the set whose characteristic function

is PXw

Call IF of the first kind if the sets P" W are a.e. disjoint. Otherwise IF will be

called of the second kind. If P"W intersects PkW for k < n, then P"W= PkW a.e.

since they are atoms and hence P"~kW = W a.e. Define:

2.7. Xx = \J{W: Welx and is of the first kind}.

2.8. X2 = \J{W:Welx and is of the second kind}.
2.9. X3 = X-XX\JX2.

Lemma 3. 7/ the process is v-irreducible then either X = X3 or X = X2

and there exists an integer k such that lx = {W,PW,■■■,Pk~1W} where

PkW= W. In this case the measure X is finite.

Proof. If Welx and WczXx, then jirP"XwdX = 0, » = 1,2, —• Thus

P"(x,W) = 0, xeW a.e. Thus, since the process is v-irreducible, v(lF) = 0 and

also X(W) = 0. Therefore Xx is empty. Now let us assume that X2 contains the

nonempty set W. Then P"(x, W) = 0 a.e. for xeX - W\J ■■■ \JPk~1W and

thus this difference is empty.

Theorem 2.    Let p be any measure. Let A el. and X(A) < co .

(a) If AczX3 then lim (pP") (A) = 0.

(b) If AczWczX2 where Welx and PV = IF, then the limit of(pPnk+i)(A)

exists as n-^ co and 0z^j<k.

(c) If AczWcz Xx where Welx, then lim(pP")(A) = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 1 it is enough to prove these results for a measure p<^X.

We may assume that dp=fdX where feL2(X) since any measure p which is

weaker than X can be approximated by such measures. Thus:

If A cz X3, then (pP)"(A) = ¡P"xAfdX -* 0 since Xa >s orthogonal to the sets

in lx and 2.5.
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If Acz WczXx where Welx, then  lim ¡P"XAfdl g lim¡P"xwfdX = 0 since

}wP"ïwdX — 0 and Theorem 2.1 of [3] applies.

Finally let A c Wcz X2 where Welx and PkW = IF. Then

lim  (pP"k+J)(A) = lim  f P"k+JXA-fdX = M   f P^./rfA
n->oo n-*coJ A\W )   J

since the function g = XA~ (KW)'1 ¡X(A)Xw is orthogonal to all sets in lx and

thus weak limP"g = 0 or

Hm j Pnk+JXA -fdX = lim M J p»*^ . dX

KA)  C pJ      ,„

Corollary.   // ine process is v-irreducible, then either

(a) limn_00P"(x,/4) = 0 for every xeX and every set A with 1(A) < co, n or:

(b) The limit of P"k+J(x, A) exists for every xeX, A el and 0 ^ j < k.

Proof. It is enough to note that we get (a) when X = X3 and (b) when X = X2

since every set ^4e2 can be written as

A = (Ar\W)\J(Ar\PW)KJ--- ^(Anp^1)

and the previous theorem applies to A nP'W.

Theorem 3. If the process is v-irreducible and X = X2, then for any measure

p and every j there are constants yx ■■■yk such that

k-l

lim (pP"k+J)(A) =   Z y^AnFW)
n-KX> i = 0

for all A.

Proof. It is enough to consider pPnk. Let x(A) = lim(pPnk) (A) where the

limit exists for any A el. Then, by Corollary III. 7.4. of [2] the set function x

is countably additive and clearly x = tP\

From Theorem 1 it follows that t<§A. Let x = x° + ■■■ + xlk~1} where t(0

is the restriction of x to P'W. Thus x(i)Pk = x(,) and so t<0 + t(0P + ••• + t(0P*_1

is invariant under P. It is easy to see that the invariant measure is unique (Theorem

1 and the v-irreducibility) hence this sum is equal to ytX for some constant y¡.

Now i(,) P' is zero on any subset of Wt :

If Ac W¡, then PjXa nW¡ = 0 a.e. X, hence a.e. t, for 0<j á fe - 1. Thus

T(i)04) = ytX(AnWt).

3. Existence of a subinvariant measure for irreducible processes. In this section

we use a small modification of Harris' argument to find a subinvariant measure.
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In [5] Harris constructs a cr-finite invariant measure for infinitely recurrent process.

Here we find only subinvariant measure under weaker conditions. Throughout

this section we assume:

3.1. For every x, P(x,X) = 1.

3.2. The o-field 1 is the Borel extension of a countable family of sets.

3.3. The process is v-irreducible where v is a given a-finite measure.

Notice that X is not assumed to be a topological space and 2.1 is not assumed.

Let us just mention those parts of [5] that require a modification in this case.

Theorem 4.    The process has a a-finite subinvariant measure that is stronger

than v.

Let PA by defined as in [5]. Lemma 1 of [5] should be restated:

A.    Let A be a measurable set with 0 < v(A) < oo. If XA is a bounded sub-

invariant measure for PA, then the measure X:

3.4. 1(E) = j^lA(dx)PA(x,E)

is subinvariant for P and is a-finite.

The proof is almost identical to Harris'. First if E cz A, then 1(E) z% 1A(E). Also

j l(dy) P(y, E) =   Ja Kdy) P(j, E) +  £ ^ [ J/Ádx) PÁX>dy)] P{y>E)

1%    \ lA(dx)\p(x,E) +   f      PA(x,dy)P(y,E)] = f lA(dx)PA(x,E)
Ja L Jx-a J      Ja

= 1(E).

The proof that 1 is cr-finite is the same as in [5] and also 1(A) # 0, for we will

see that PA(X, A)> 0 for every x eA.

Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 of [5] are unchanged. ThusPA+---+PÂ^P1 + ---+P"

see [5, Equation 4.17] . Now if PA(x,A) = 0, x e A , then

P'A(x,A) = J^x^jpr1^) = o.

Thus P'(x,A) = 0, i = 1,2,.", contrary to 3.3. Let us define

3.5. Q(x,E) = pf-X~l       xeA,    EczA.

Then clearly Q'^PA.

Put

3.6. RM, = Mi^,       xeA,   EcA,
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where fe is defined as in [5]. Then Lemmas 4 and 5 of [5] will show us that there

exists a measure 1A with

3.7. 1A(E) =    \ lA(dx)Q(x,E),       EczA.

Finally, it follows from 3.7 that

3.8 1A(E) =    f lA(dx)Q(x, E)^    f lA(dx)PA(x, E),       EcA.
Ja Ja

It remains to show that 1 is stronger than v. Now if 1(E) = 0, then

l(dx)P"(x,E) = 1(E) = 0.
i

Hence P"(x,F) = 0 a.e., n = 1,2, —. Since 1^0, there exists an x0eX with

P"(x0,F) = 0, » = 1,2, — ; hence v(E) = 0.

4. Existence of an invariant measure.    Throughout this section we assume:

4.1. For every x, P(x,X)= 1.

4.2. There exists a a-finite measure v, and an increasing sequence of sets

X„, in 1, such that:

a. (J*n = *-
b. v(X„) < oo .

c. If Ael and A cz Xk, then for every e > 0 there exists an integer n = n(A,e)

such that

sup {Pn(x,A):xeX} g v(A) + e.

Lemma 4.    Let peba(X,l) be invariant. If A cz Xk, then p(A) z% v(A).

Proof.    Let n = n(A,s); then

H(A)=   f P"(x,A)p(dx) S (v(A) + s) \p(dx) = v(A) + s.

Definition. Let S be the collection of invariant measures with unit total

measure.

If p e S, then « = v on subsets of Xk by Lemma 4. Since both are countably

additive, m = v. Thus dp=fdv   where 0^/^l and feLx(v).

Now

4.3 (pP)(A) = j P(x, A) p(dx) = j P(x,A)f(x)v(dx).

Lemma 5.    Let  dpx=fxdv,  dp2=f2dv  where  px   and  p2  are  in   S.   If

dp = max(fx,f2)dv, then p is invariant, too.
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Proof.   Put  Yx = {x:/1(x)^/2(x)}>  Y2 = X-YX. Then

max(fx,f2)dv = fxdv +  \      f2dv
Ja JAnYí Jacy2

=  Í P(x,Ar\Yx)fx(x)v(dx) +   { P(x,AnY2)f2(x)v(dx)

^  [ max(fx(x),f2(x))P(x,A)v(dx).

We used 4.2 and the invariance of px and p2. Thus p(A) ^ (pP) (A) for every

A el. But (pP)(X) = JP(x,X)p(dx) = p(X) < oo; hence p(A) = (pP)(A).

Consider the collection of functions / such that fdveS. Since 0z^fz% 1, the

supremum of this collection in Lx(v) is the supremum of a sequence /„ in this

collection (Theorem IV, 11.7 of [2]). Let g = sup/n and dl = gdv. If S = 0,

then take g = 0. Let g„ = max C/i,—,/„), then g = lim g„ and by Lemma 5 and 4.3 :

j P(x, A) gn(x) v(dx) =   jjn(x) v(dx).

Passing to a limit, we see that 1 is an invariant measure. Also 1 z% v since

0 _: g S 1 ; thus it is countably additive and finite on X„.

HEOREM 5.    There exists a a-finite measure 1 with

a. 1 5= v.

b. 1 is invariant under P.

c. If peS, then p z% 1.

d. Let A be contained in some Xk and 1(A) = 0. For every xeba

lim — (t04) + (tP)04) + - 4- (tP"-1)^)) = 0.

Proof. Parts a, b and c were proved above. Let t„ = (t + tP 4- ••• 4- xP"~ )/n

and assume that for some subsequence n¡, x„.(A) ^ ô > 0. Since x„ form a bounded

sequence in B(X,1)* = ba, there exists a weak * limit point p to the sequence

t„.. Thus /í = 0, p(X) <; 1 and p(A) _ Ô > 0. It is easily seen that pP = p. Let

p = px + p2 where px is a measure (c.a.) and p2 is purely finitely additive (see

[7, p. 52]). Then pz^v on subsets of Xk by Lemma 4. Hence p2(Xk) = 0, for the

restriction of p2 to Xk is countably additive. It remains to show that px is invariant

which will contradict part c. Now

px + p2 = p = pP = pxP + p2P.

Let p2P = ax + a2 where ax is c.a. and a2 is purely finitely additive. Then

px=pxP + ax  but px(X) = (pxP)(X) + ol(X) = px(X) + a1(X) and cr1=0.
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Remark. Part d can be replaced by: If A is contained in Xk, then 1(A) = 0

if and only if
d1:lim(P(x,A) + ■■■ + Pn(x,A))/n = 0 for every xeX.

d1 follows from d when we take x to be a unit mass at x. Conversely given dl

then for any peS

p(A) = 1   J (P(x, A) + - 4- P"(x, A)) u(dx) - 0.

Thus 1(A) = 0, too.

An example. Let v be a cr-finite measure and P(x, A) = )Af(x, £) v(d£,) where

0 z%f(x, ¿;) and J"x/(x, <!;) v(dQ = 1. It is easy to see that

P"(x, A)=j f"(x, 0 v(dÇ), f(x, 0 = jf-k(x, y)f\y, Q v^y).

Put

g„(¿ = sup {/*(*, 0:xeA-}£ oo.

Lemma 6.    For euerj; ?eï, ?,+ i(9á^í)-

Proof.

/"+ \x, $ = J* /(x,^/"(y, 0 v(d>0 ^ &,(£) J/(x, y) v(dy) = g„(¿).

Hence g„+1(¿;) = g„(£>.

Let g(t;) = \imgn(ï).

Theorem 6. Condition 4.2 no/c/s wii/i respect to a measure vx equivalent

to v if g(£) < oo for every £, eX.

Proof. Let Yk = {C:g(0 < k), then Yk <zYk+i and \Jl°=x Yk= X . Define vx

by: v^X) = kv(A) if AczYk-Yk_x. Then vt~v. If f&x,® is the Radon-

Nikodym derivative of P"(x,A) with respect to vx, then fx(x,¡.) = (IIk)fn(x,0

whenever £, e Yk — Yk_x. Hence if g^and g xare defined for /" in the same way that

gn and g were defined for /", then «&)-(l/*)&({), g'íc;) = (l//c)g(¿;) for

£e Ft - Fk_!. Thus g1(<^)<l for every ^ e A". Also vt is cr-finite: if [Jz^ = X where

Zfc c Zk+X and v(Zj) < co ; then vx(Zk n Y4) < fcvfZ») < co and |J (Z* n Yk) = X.

Finally let Vk = {Ç:gl(Ç) < 1}; then FfcczFt+1 by Lemma 6 and with

Xk = ZknYkn Vk we get 4.2.

Let us conclude with a comparison between our results and Orey's [6]. In

[6], Theorem 3 corresponds to part (b) of the corollary of Theorem 2. There

it is assumed that the process is infinitely recurrent. We have to add a "Doeblin

Condition," namely 2.1, but instead of assuming that whenever v04) > 0,

P [entering A at some time | X0 = x] = 1, we only assumed that this quantity
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is not zero. Part (a) of Theorem 3 furnishes, under our conditions, a positive

answer to the problem posed by Orey in [6 end of §3, p. 816].
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